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V~ Abstraot 
I., Introduction 
Many natural phenomena, physical processes, s.nd 
statistioal phenomena involving a change with time; can be 
fully or partially des~ribed by using that part of proba .. 
bili ty theory called natoob.aatie prooes.sea .. " Al tb.ough tbe 
term nstochastie processes,N taken broadly, covers nearl.y 
all probability theory; it is u...aually restricted to pro"" 
cesaes or systems involving a tim& parameter. In this sense 
stochastic processes are useful in describing auoh diverse 
things aat the effects of combinations of genes through 
several generations, Brownian motion, waiting line and ser-
. 1 
vining problems, and various olassical gambling p:robl~s. 
All of t~ese have in common a change from one state to 
anothe:r> with time. 'rb.e.se oha.nges may oocur at fixed inter..:. 
vals or they may ooc~ at any time. 
The chance or probability that a process will be in 
a partioalar state at a given time may depend 1n some way 
on the stat$s the proaess b.lls been in and on tb.$ state it is 
' p:r-esently in ...... or 1 t :rllay be independent of thsse. On& of 
the most interesting examples of such dependenoe is sbown 
when tb.e probability of being :tn some state in tb.e future 
1Bartlett, M.S.; An Introduation to Stoohastio Processes, 
Cambridge, 1955, p. 1. 
-1-
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depends only on the state currently occupied. In other 
woi""ds, one can d(9ter.mine the probability of being in some 
$tate in the future by knowing the state a process is in now 
just as well as he could by knowing all the states the pro-
cess has been in up to now. 
A stochaatie process having this kind or dependence 
is said to have the Markov propeJ:lty and is ealled a Marltov 
process af"ter A. A e. MaJ:ikovj who was tb.e first peraon to make 
1 
a systematic stud7 ot special types of these·proceases. 
Although the Marko'V' property ll&Y aeem too restrictive, many 
2 
processes ot grsat interest are oha:raoteri.i!ied by it. 
The Markov processes which have been studied most 
extensively and which probably heve tb.e widest applioa tion 
are called Markov chains.. A Markov chain is a stochastic 
process having ,the Markov property whiah may oooupy only a 
3 
finite number or denum,erably infinite numbe:r of states~ 
In this Eussay, Markov chains w1 th a .f1n1 te nwnber of 
states a.re stll.died, with special &mphasis on describing them 
.as :reou.r:t>ent events* Although there are several other ways 
of' doing this sg., by using th~ theo:r>y of o.anonioal 
~arkov, A., A., nEJctension of the law o:f' large numbers to 
dependent events<!" (Russian) Bull,. Soc .. Ph:y:s. Me. th. I\ozan {2) 
15, pp, 133-156, 1906. . . . .. . 
2Ba.~tlatt, ~~ cit., P• 24. 
3sartlett, .Q.E..• cit., p. 31. 
3 
decomposition of matrices, by the method of generating 
functions, or by a purely analytical approsob.; their descrip-
tion as recurrent events gi~es a good intuitive insight into 
their behavior and p:robabilistio meaning. 
The most common way of expressing the Markov property 
symbolically is the so-called transition probability ls.belled 
Pij• This rtpresanta the probability of &. pr.ocass or system 
baing next in a st~te Ej if it ia presently in state E1• 
Of further interest is the probability of bein~ in 
Ej after n steps 1!' tb.e process is presently in E1 ,. In other 
words with what pro ba bili ty will the proo $SS be in E j a_fter 
n trials or n opportunities to change atate~ if the process 
(n) 
is presently in E1.. This is rep:r>esantad by Pij .. And by 
d9.fi.n1 t:ton: 
tro reach Ej from E1 in two ste;ps, if thel:'e a:re N 
possible sta tea in the ob.ain may take on& ot H posl1ible pa. ths 
wh1ob. are mutually exclusive'! 1'his is represented by- t 
(2) ~ 
p ij :: Pi1 Pj_j + p·,z. P2j + ...... ·+PiN PNj = L PikPk.j 
k=l 
and by induction' 
(n-t I) N . (~) 
Pij = Z.. p .lc. Pkj 
I k.= I 
(n) 
To determine the value of Pij 3S n increas$S is one 
4 
or the most important and interesting phases of the variou~ 
methods of studying Mal"kov chains. To :t'aoili tate this the 
notion o:r a stoohaatio matrix is introduaed. A stoahastio 
mat:rJ1X oonsists of an array Of elements having tl'le Slkm:e number 
o:f: rows as columns. All the elements must be non-negative 
and the sum of the elements in eaoh !:'oW mo.st equal one. In 
terms of transition probabilitiesj' tb.e elements of a row l"ep-
resent the probabilities of going fJ?om a single 8t&te to any-
of the other states or of remaining in the same state after 
one trial. A Markov ohain of N states may than be represented 
by 
p = [pij] = 
with. pi I + Pi 2. + . . . + PiN = .1. ) L,. I 2 · · · · N I J J 
(2) 
To find pij , the ith row is multiplie.d by the jth 
. (2) < 
aolt1mn giving the sum P:tj == <.. Pikpkj and there.t'ore by 
induotion 
. . 
[ (n)J pi j 
tn) (n) (YI) Pn P1z. · · · · ·PIN 
rJ~?--·· 
= p" 
......... ' 
(tl) 
PNI · · · 
5 
larger is tb.e usual basis .for classifying Markov chains. 
Because a finite Markov ohain oan be .l">eprese.nted by 
a matrix, the methods of l1'l&tx>ix algebJt>a 1mmed:tat$ly suggest 
themselves as a way of deto:t>mining the values o:f higher order 
matrices" The use of latent o:r cb.arac teristic. roots of a. 
stoohast1o matrix and their vectors ~s an important appl'oach 
in determining the values .ot tbe pij) for large n. 'fbis 
teob.riique is especially u.st9.frti when an a utomat1o digital 
computer is available. 
Another way of studying finite Markov chains from an 
algebraic standpoint is the method of generating fanctions 
l 
described by Feller. He defines a generating function 
Multiplying both sides by spvj and adding over all .J1 he gets 
0... 
5 ~ Pvj Pj k ~ J :: ~ 1c.. (s) - Pv k. 
J =I 
whiGh gives a system of !. non-homogeneous linear equations :for 
the.! unknowns P:tk{a), o-..p Pak(a'). By using the partial 
:f;Paction expansions of the rational .functions Fik(a) h• is 
(n) 
able to develop e. procedure :for cUtlouls. ting the desired pik .. 
While the above methods are usetul for solving .finite 
Markov ohs.ins the method o.f recurrent events is e.pplioable to 
1 Feller, W.·, An Introduction !2, Probabili tz. Theory and 
Its Applications, vol,. 1, 2nd ed., New York~ 19.57, pp,. 380-
383. 
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both the finite cas~ and the denumerably infinite case~ If a 
process ia assum$d to have been in a ps.rtieu.la~ state Ei 
jt1st be:f'ore a aeries of trials begin, the return of the p~o-
If a process 
is not assumed to be in E1 before the trials begin, but is in 
E1 .fol:' the :t'1rst time atte~ the tl'l1als have beg®, the retl.lZ>n 
of the process to E1 ia termed a d$layed ~eourrent event, It 
w11l be shown that a :f'1n1te Ma~k:ov ohain is a numbex- of 
recurrent or delay-ed reot.trrent events considered at the aame 
tilne .• 
Faller in his book An Introduction to l?:r>obab111t:r 
Theor:v: ~ Its Applications uass tb.e theorem$ derived in his 
discttlision of reourrent events as a basis .for b.is description 
ot Markov chain~:!" ln this way he is able to .snow tb.e position 
of Markov ob.ains in probabiJ..ity theory. tfbrougb.out tb.is paper 
P'ellerts approach will be compared with tb.at used by Doob in 
his }jook Stoc:hastia l'roa~aa~th 
Doob shows tb.at the asymptotic behavior or the higher 
t;ransition probabilities,oan be given f'or the most general case 
and that tlle same rasa.l t may bEJ achieved. by a ptlli'ely analytic 
approach using atoohastie matrices~ 
The term "recarl'ent event" ae it will be o.sea. b.ere 
will be represEmted aymb'ol1<utlly by t and ref'e;ps to an event 
or oombinstion of' events whieh :may ocattr in a series of 
repeated trials. An example of such an event m:t.gb.t be ths 
:rolling o:f two sevens in so.ooession in the repeated :r-olling 
of two d1ee. To be usef'ul in the atady ot: Markov' chains and 
to eliminate ambiguity, an event to be classified as a 
recul:Tent event; musb hstV$ the t'ollow:lng property! After 
eAah ('Hlof:ll?Jiiencs of the event, the expe-riment in a sense 
sta:rts over a.ga in. This r~qni:res tb.e asslml.pt1on th.a t tb.e 
reourreint event haa ooourred just before the trials begin. 
In o tb.er words the probabil1 ty o:f' tb.e event reat.tr:d,.ng is the 
same after eac~~e!lX'rence of tb.e event as ;t t was at the 
•,•.;·· .; ; 
beginning o.f' the trials. Another way this may be stated is 
tb.at ttthe waiting times between suoaess;t ve oeea:rren~Eu~ of the 
event are mutually independent ~<and.Gm var-iables b.aving tb.e 
1 
same distribu.tion. t<t 
Th& example of ~olling a particular n~ber twi~e in 
snoaesaien with two dice .11.1o.strates the need ot: the rest:rio-
tion of n starting :from so:tta tab." a.fter $a. a b.. oo curren<le of.' tb.e 
1Feller, W., An .Introduo tion .t.o Probability ~b.~C!.rtr 1lnd 
Its Applfoationa, vol. l, 2nd ed .• 1 rre~·.r Yottk, 19$71 p. 2(8., 
-7 .. 
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evant. It' two sevens are rolled followed by a third seven 
the restl:'iotion eliminates the possibility of the third seven 
"undoing11 the ooaurrenoe of the event.. I.f tb.e following num-
bers represent outcomes of a series of rolls ot two dice 
2 1 1 I a 11 6 6 5 1 1 I 1 12 3 4 4 7 7 I 1 1 I 3 2 4 ro the 
event occurs at the third, tenth, seventeenth, and nineteenth 
trials. If event e is changed to mean rolling three suooes-
siva sevens, E would then occur at the eleventh and eighteenth 
trials, 
Th4il :following .formal de:finition includes tb.e necessary 
restriction. · It and the other definitions and theorems of 
. . . 1 
this section are from Fellerjl They have been slightly modi-
:fied in some oases. 
Definition 2.1 The attribute g defines a recurrent evant if: 
(a) In o.t>der that e OCGI,a•·s at the ntb. and the (n+m) the place 
of the sequ.ence (Eji' E j 2; •••• E jn+m) 1 t is neeessary and auf-· 
fiaient that t OGou.rs at the last place in each of the two 
subsequeno$s (Ejl' Bj2 ' .... u Ejn) and (Ejn+l' :!jn+2' .,. ... 
E jn+:ra) • 
(b) Whenever this is the case we have 
1Feller, .2.12· cit., pp •. 281-296. 
9 
or events in a sequenae of repeated trials. The subscript 
1{i=1,263, ... n) indicates the outcome of the 1tb. trial. The 
outcomes may be independent of eaoh other or ,dependent. The 
possibility of dependence is eapeeially interesting beos.use 
the dependence can be of the Markov type and the set of 
recu.rren t events are cons-ider-ed Mat'kov chains :t.t' they have 
the Markov property. 
Prom the formal derin1tion one can see that the 
recurrent event t may be considered to have oQourred just 
before the beginning of the trials,. and thi~ is the most 
1 
convenienrt: : approach. The !'irst outcome of the trials may 
be an occurrence o:r t or 1 t. may be -'ome other ever+t which 
may also re.eur in later trials~ The second, tbixod or nth. 
trials may also have outcomes which differ from preceding 
outcomes or from { • The.se later outoo:mes or states a:re 
call ~ad delayed recurrent events.. They dif!'er from ordinary 
recurrent events by beginning in tb.e "mid.dlen rather than at 
the start o:f the trials~ After eaah occurrence o:f a delayed 
recurrent event ths chance of anotb.er oooo.rrenoe ia the same 
as the ohanoa after the fiFst oocurrenae of the delayed event. 
The sequences of the trials' occurrences al;le replicas of' the 
whole series o:f trials less the sequence of triaJ.s at the 
beginning -.- up to and including the first occurrence of the 
delayed reeurrent event. 
An ~xample illust~ating the relationship between 
recurrent events and delayed reourrant events is found by 
considering the successes and failures in a series of 
l 
10 
B$rnoulli triallh Let the recurrent event be the event 
that the cUm.ulative sums of suaoessE~s and .failures are equal. 
And let 
event that the ntnnber of' successes minus the numbet> of .:fail-
ures equals m. Here all the t except f.o = E are delayed 
recf.U>rent events, Tb.e number of delayed recurrent events is 
then infinite~ It will be shown later on that. the set of 
form an infinite dimensional Markov chain, 
Another way of c.onsidering the Bernoulli trials is 
to let event ~F occur if the number of failures is greater 
then the number of successes<! Event t5 ooours if' the number 
of successes is grea teX>, and re.ourrent event ! occurs Wh&ln 
the sums of successes and .t'ailwes are equal. As defined tF 
and ~.s are examples o:f events whioh are not r~o.u.rrent in tb.e 
sense used here. For the probability of ~F ( l.s) ooou:rring 
again on the next trial is c.ertain if' the number of failtlr'es 
(su.coesses) is st leaet two more tb.an tb.e number or successes 
(failures)., This of course diff$ra from the probab111 ty of 
recurring arte;r:o its .first ooaurrenoe. 
1
.Bernoull1 trials consist of a series o:r trials, suob. as 
tossing· an ordinary- coin.; tb.s.t have only 2 outcomes for eaoh 
trial usually called suaoess and failure, The outcomes o~ 
each trial are mutually independent. 
A recurrent event t has two seq11enees of numbers 
l+,]and 2 u.J associated with aac.h outcome in a series of 
trials. 
~n ::= P( t occurs a.t the nth trial) 11 = 1,2,3, •••••• 
t"n = P ( t oaaurs for the first time at the- nth trial) 
A .further sequence which is !lse-d when considering delayed 
reo.ttrrent events is tb~'~ ~. 
bn =- P {The delayed recurrent event oaaurs :for the first 
time at the nth trial) 
It is convenient to d.e:f'ine 
Since ~ may ocetU> ft>r the :f"irst t:i.me only once the 
probabilities t,\:l'l s are :m.ut11ally e::x:clusive and the following 
00 
rela tionsb.ip holds + = 2. +n !E: I 
t\:1 
Wb.etb.er i= is less than or t~Jqu.al to one leads to tb.e following 
De:f'inition (2 .• 2) A l'ec~ent event t will be oalled per ... 
siatent if :f'=l and transient if f ..:;; 1~ f may be aansidered 
the probability of£ occurring in-an in4ef1nitely prolonged 
sequence of trials. If :f=l then t is certain to ooc ur at 
least once in a long aequQnoe ot tl?ial.s. Onoe 1t b.a.s 
oacul:'red the t;r:>ials may continue and s.:rter another prolong~d 
12 
sequence 1 t oacurs again, Theref'ora if t is persistent, the 
probability tb.at it will oeou:r> infinitely often is equal to 
one in an in.fini te sequenc• of trials. I:r £. is transient 1 t 
occurs only a finite number of times for the probability of 
ocourring more than n timeS.t e.a n increases, goes to zero,. 
Feller gives a third def'inition to taks care o:f 
recurrent events that are period:t.e. 
De.:fin1 tion (2, 3) The recurrent evsnt t is called periodic i.:f 
there exists .an integer .A > I such that ~ can oecur only at 
trials nt:mlber .A , 2A , 3 A •. ~. {i .• e., LLn=O wb.ensVel" n is not 
divisible by ~ ). The A with this property is called the 
period of !.. , Examples of periodic recur!Jent events will be 
shown later using Markov chains. 
'.Fhe probabilities .f n and u.n may be easily related 
by a simple eqll.a t1on 11 Since the p:robabili ty tb.a t t oaours 
first at v and again at n > v is +"a,-v and ~;~inae the probe. .... 
bili ty that t ocours for the first time at the nth. trial is 
+n = +nu.o and sintle tb.e events are m.utu.ally- exclusiv-e 
n~.i 
'10'1 .· l t Using this basic tomuula .rell<ilr show-a that if' is perietant 
and not periodic ~~ approaches a ltmit as n increases. This 
theorem o:r great impot>tanoe is given as follows; 
Theoz>em (2,1) Let t b• persiste.nt and not periodio and 
denotEJ b7 fA-- the mean of tbe :t"&ou:rrenoe times, that is 
y.. :: z jfj ( po:s5'1bly p.- = 00) 
-1 ( then U.n-.. f-- as r1- oo L41~ O, if' the nafian :reourreno.e time 
is in:f'ini te .. ) 
A aeaond theorem covel's the per1od1o oe.~e. 
and u" = 0 tor every k not divisible by). 
To prove Theorem (2~1) Peller uses the :f.'aot that 
equals ~ l""' where 
'\::o 
.,. -(r -+ r + ......... ) 
I r) - +Y\4 I -Till+ :z, . 
Using the relationS!b.ip 
he shows that u..,~ i • Re demonstrates that the limit 
superior t u."' ~ equals the limit infe;r;tior ! u."' ~ and tb.a t 
the limit is rC 1 • 
To prove the sec.ond theorem F$ll~l' uses the implica-
tion of the first theor~, and th$ generating funotions of 
ths two .sequences ~ u..111 ~ and t~"" ~ whiob. give power set>ies 
oon taining only- powers of 5}. • 
1 
.Feller developed these theorems nfor tb.e purpose of' 
obtaining a better access to ergodic proper>ties of' infinite 
Markov chains established by Kolmogovov." Intuitively the · 
theorems mean that if the event t must occur at least once 
during n trials as n becomes larger, then the probability 
that ! will occur at the nth trial approache.s as a limit the 
number of occurrences of { in n trials over thtfLnumber of' 
trials. In the periodic case "'~.A approaches A times the 
number o:f occurrences over the number of trials.. These ideas 
are analogous to the assumption upon which the intuitive 
notion of' probability is based and lead to the law of large 
numbers. 
The theorems may be generalized to cover delayed 
recurrent events with [ +~ ~ and t u.lo'\ ~ referring to the 
delayed etrent. A relationship similar to that tor recurrent 
events holds for these sequences. 
and it is natural to define 
for the assumption in delayed. reourrent events is that it doea 
not "occu:r 11 just before ths trials begin. Feller uses the 
1Feller, ~· cit., p. 286. 
J.5 
above ~elationeb.ip, the corresponding generating .:functions, 
and the renewal equation to prove the following analogue to 
1 
Theorem (2" l). 
Theorem ( 2, 3) If f. is not per1od:lo and if .I +11 = l ( tb.a t is, 
~ is persistant) then 
If + = L +1"1< i (that is t is tl:>an·sient), then 
~ u.., = (I - .f ) _, L. b~'~ 
The periodic delayed :reonl:>r'ent event 1$ covered by 
tb.a fallowing 2. 
Theo:tJe:m. (2 .. y) !f t is persistant snd has period ~ > o 
1.4. n~ + J. = &L 1 ( b · ~ b · + b . + · · · · · · · ) r- j >.-t-j 2).-+J 
This is modified .from Fellfllr t s 
2 
theorem tor the 
periodic case of the renewal equ~ tion. 
A return to the example of Bernoulli t:r1als will 
serve as en introduction to the discussion of' finite Markov 
cheins as sp~oial kind$ o~ Peourrent events. Letting 
~ m (m ~= •• ~ • , ... 3; ... 2, -1, o, l, 2, 3 •• , • ) be the event that 
tb.e number of suaaesses minLts the number o:f failures equals m 
and letting to be oonsidered as a :t?eourrsnt event gi vos a 
d&numerably infinite set of delayed reour;r:>ent events and one 
l . Feller1 ~ .. ai t., pp .. 290-294~ 
2 I Feller., 
.2£• ill• I p • 292. 
l.6 
:t~eowt>ent event. If afte:z:o the t:roisls have begun the system 
is at l'rrl , that is t""' has ocaurred1 then,. after the next 
trial, t m..;.l will ooour if the trial reaul t.$ in a f'ailure; or 
€ m+l will oeour if the ou to om~ o£ the trial is a suaoea s~ 
No other events a.r~ possible. 
or f. m+2 may oocu:t> -- no othe.r events baing possible. Know-
ing that tm has just oootll"!'ed this. gives as m.uab. informa-
tion about future ev~nts as knowing all previous events 
including E. ra"' ~huB tb.e system has the Markov property.. As 
the events ooour at fiilt~Hl tin.u.nl they may be said to f'o.rm a 
ohs.:tn and since they are £:rom a denumerably infinite set they 
form a denu.merably infinite Markov chain. As eaoh event 
cHU:l oe cu:r only at alterne. te trials th0y are parr•iodio with 
pillriod >.. = 2" 
An alt$rst1on of tb.e expet'iment h~ttins t . (:m ~ -2, 
. :m 
-1, ·o~ 1, ~) l:"&prssen.t only a. finit8 UUlllbe~ of events gives 
an example of' a t1nite dimensional Markov ehs:tn:.. To restrict 
the number of possible event!! the aond.1 t1on, it' t _2 ( t. 2 ) 
oocu.rs, £ _1 ( £1 ) Vll':tll oilo.tlr with probe bility one, ll:f."ter the 
next t:J:i:tal, is introd~o~d. (When suoh a eondi tion hold a the 
process is said to have "retlt!lotitl.g ba.rriers"n) There at>e 
now tive events {, m which may be said to form. a finite: Me.rkOir 
chain containing five possib~e outcomes or atatas. 
!IIw Finite Markov Chains 
This section consists ot three parts {l. ) The basic 
detini tiona and theorems used by Feller a!" a ou. tlined ( 2 .. ) Finite 
l 
fl.arkov chains are considered using Doob' s classification e.nd 
compared with Feller' a olas sifica t:ton where applicable~ And 
(3~ ) Certain special cases of Markov chains are brie.fly 
enumerated" 
(1. ) In the last two paragraphs of Seotion Il 1 t was shown 
that some recur:rent events and delayed racurren t events have 
the Markov property and can make up either finite or denumer-
ably infinite chains~ That all ~~rkov chains are ~de up of 
combinations o:f recu~ent events or delayed recurrent events 
(i~a~, each outcome or state in a Ma:r>kov chain may be consid-
e.red to be a recurrent or delayed recurrent event}.ia implied 
by the Markov property~ For it can ba seen that the proba~ 
bili ty of a sy.stern with the MaJ:>kov prope!'ty, returning to 1 ts 
current state is the eame no mattel7 how many times it has been 
in its currant state.. This satisfies t~ conditions speci.t'ied 
for r&our.rent event.s in the first paragraph ot Section II. 
Because Max-kov chains may be aonsidared as recurrent 
events having the lu:r:>kov p~operty, the temn•, defini tiona and 
1
noob, J. L .• , Stoohastio PJ:>ocesses,. New York, 1953, 
-17-
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theorems of the previous section ma;y be used here with slight 
modification as a basis for a more detailed discussion of 
Markov chains. The term t m will be rtilplaced by E1 .(i:;:: 1,2, 
• ~.;; N < oo ) and the prooess or system will be said to be in 
a state E1 rather than saying that the event t m has oa0u.rred. 
The transition probability intr-aduaecB. in Section 1. will, in a 
sense, take the place of u.'l , because of tb.e 1ntroduot1on of 
the Markov property. 
Each state Ej has a reourrenee time diatzw1bution 
The probability that the system retums to Ej at time n is 
In the notation of Section II 
Pj~) = LL~ .a n.d +tl = +n 
Where the Un and +n refer only to recurrent event or state 
1 
To make the situation more general Feller considers 
Ej as an arbitrary delayed recurrent event in a system which 
waa initially in E j and givss the .following detini tions .• 
+ Jj) == :P [That starting in Ei th~ system is 1n Ej tor tb.& 
.fir.st time atter n steps J 
rl'~) _ . . +~") = ~~) _ ~· t .. cn-v) (v) 
T ·1 j - pI J ) I) pI } ;;-, 1 j p Jj 
and ~ ) 
I;" ~ "c..~ 
-rjJ" ::: c..,.... \ 
n: 1 J 
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f ij is then the probe. hili ty that the systeun starting 
f~om E1 ever ~aches Ej• In the special esse, ~ii is the 
probability that if the system a.ta!'ts from Ei it ever :retwns 
to, E1 and is equivalent to f from. the last section. 
The following is a summary of basio facts oonoerning 
the various kinds o:f $tatecs of a .finite Markov chain, given 
1 
by Feller~ They are derived from the theorem.m and defini-
tions given in Section 2. 
(1) A state Bj is transient :tf +j < 1.. Necessary ~otnd suf:f'i-
0() Cll) 
o i en t tor this is the o. ondi tion that Z:. pJ·)· < oo • In this 
n:l 
case automatically 
;_ ;p(n)< 00 
n=l ij t'or aaob. 1 
This is basically the same as Definition (2.2). 
(n) 
(2) The state Ej has period 1:.>1 if pjJ = 0 whenevtt:P n is 
not divisible by t and t is tbs smallest intege;r> with this 
property (i.e., a ll'eturn to E j is impossible except in t., 2$, 
steps), 
(n) 
This 1s just Definition (2 .. 3) with Pjj :replaa1ng u...,_ 
and t :r-epla aing ). • 
(3) If Rj is persietant and ap~rlodia (not pe~iodic) then 
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(n) -• r .. P,j ~ ~j .,.,J 
and in particular 
(1\) _, 
Fjj ~ t'- j •.5 n ~ oo 
This is derived t':t>"om Th&orem (2.1). It' Ej cannot be 
reached from E1 ~ f iY of eou:rs& ia gero. 
(4) If Ej.:ta persistant and ha~ period t then (3.1) is :t:teplaoed 
by (nt) _ 1 p jj ___.. t P.j a.s 
l?ersistant (non-transient) states wb.ioh are not periodic will 
be called ergodic,. 
This conc,ludes the baaio 1nforma tion necessary for 
Feller t s study o:f Markov chains~ Further- de:t'ini tiona and 
theorems from Feller wi.ll be stated as needed in the f'ollowing 
1 ' . . 
discussions of Doobfs claesificatlon of finite Markov chains. 
(2, ) 
Caae (a) pij = p j is independent of io A chain having this 
condition can be :reprEHiented by a stochastic matrix (see 
Seo. 1) in which the element$ of any column j are equal to 
each other, th1.s snd the .faot that the sllltl of the elements 
o:f a J:tow equals one, insures that 
1
noob, J~t. 1 StoQhastio Processes;· N'$w Yorkj 19.531 pp. 
170-183. 
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As an example of this cas$ consider that tb.e states Ei 
(i =' l, 2,3) represent the color wh1oh com& a up after ll spin 
of a roulette wheel" Red oceurs in 18 plao$a, blaek in 18 
places, and {at Las Vegas} gr~en oeou.rs in two places. There 
are no otheJ? colorlh Let E1 :f'&prtH~ent :l"$d, R2 blaelt tand E3 
gr-sen. !he matrix symboli:zing these states ia then 
9 
--1 1 n- 1.~ I9 
p 
= _!}_ ...!1 1 19 19 I9 
J.... .9 .....! 19 l9 19 
n That P c: P aan be .seen intui ti.vely, £or arter eaoh spin the 
ohanaes o:f a red, black, or green remain the same. 
Case (b~ ) There is an integer v ~ I and a set J' of 11 ~ l 
value$ o:f j such that 
M··n 
I~ l f. N P~j) = b > 0 j €; J 
Moreover; 
I ~~) . I <= ( _ N c \ (n/v)- i.. P•J - f} - l I 0 J 
of states and N £. ... , I- N 
Pj ~ ~) jET 
(n) 
Thus in the long run the elements Pij>O are independent 
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o:t the initial state E1 and ss n grows larger the matrix Pn 
rea ambles a ma tri:x of independent sts tea as in Oaae (.a). 
1 
t>oob proves the above result by showing th.a t the 
maximum {minimum) element of the jth column of a mat:r>ix are 
greater than (less than) or equal to the maxim!llll (minimum) 
element in the jth column ot: the square of the matrix and the 
seme relationship b.old.a for the next higher power, a.nd so on 
. . 
:for higher order ma trioes. · Thus once the jth column of a 
matrix hsa only positive el~enta, the jth column in all 
higher orders will be poai ti ve$ Doob gotils on to show that 
elements of" suoh a jth co1umn converge toward. the same limit 
as indicated above. 
In Feller's ternrl.nology Case (b) would be said to 
include only :finite Ma:Pkov chains whioh have one or more 
ergodic states and possibly one or mol:'@ transient states. 
It will be USf:l:f'tJ.l to include here a de:finition of' 
Feller's to comp1E~te the discussion ot Case (b) and to aid 
the discussion or the next case. 
,l 
De:f':tnition {.; 11 l) A s&t C of states is closed it no state' out""' 
sid& C oan be reached .from .any sta ts Ej in c~ '.~?he smallest 
closed set containing C is called the closure ot 0. 
A single state ~ forming a olosed set will be 
oalled absorbing. 
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A Markov chain is csll~d 1r~edncible if there exists 
no closed sat other than the aet of all states. 
Using thia definition it can be said that Case (b) 
inuludes only cha.iniJ wb.iab. have only one sm.a.llest olosed set 
and that all other alosed seta in the chain include the 
states in the small~st closed set. '!'his .follows fJ?-om the 
condition that S > o ,. :for i:f any state Ek is in a elosed 
set not containing Ej a state in the smallest closed set 
• (Y\) 
liM P~~:.. = 0 ~--'>00 J 
The states of th$ smallest. closed set must be ergod:Lo 
for if they vere periodic 
and if they were transient the set would not be the smallest 
closed set. 
If' for a ohain in case (b),. lf1='N tHere are no 
transient states and the chain osn be eslled irreducible. The 
nth order matrix fo~ la:rge n will have only positive elements 
which ar& equal to es.oh ethel' in any given eolwnn,. In suo h. a 
chain the states are said to be consequent of eaah othe!' wh:toh 
lends to the next e.~u.1e~ 
Oase (a) For every 1 and j, j is a aon.aequent of 1 .. 
In terms or .states, consequent means that it Ej is a 
consequent of E1~ Ej oan always be r~a.¢h4d from. stat& K:t by 
some path, and that theX>e ie alw~ya a shortest path, i.e 0 
(n) 
the amallest order n in P:tj 0 wher• n ~ N1 the n~ber ot 
states in the chain~ 
In Feller's ter-minology the ohains or Case (a) are 
ir:redueible and may oonts.in either sta tea whioh a.rs all 
periodic or all ergodic~ 
The following stoohastio matrices illustrate the 
behavior o:f a perio.dio Markov chain of tb.e type of Case {c). 
The period t :;: ;3. Pij indicsteu a positive t:ransi tion proba-
bility .. 
0 
.0 
P= 
0 
p.._, 
t 3 p = p == 
Pt:z.. Pt3 0 0 0 0 P12.Pu+RaP~ 
0 0 Pa"f P2.= P24p,..., 0 0 0 
0 0 p,.._ P34P41 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 p .. ,p,'2.. P4t PI?. 0 
P12 Pz..t P"" 1+ P .. 3 P3-4 p ... , o 0 0 
0 P'2.4 P41 Pn P24P4tP13 o 
0 P34P"ltfh P34P4t Pl.3 o 
0 0 o P.-41 Prl.pUl + P34P.,., p,3 
If' the system was in El (in E4) befar"e the first tr-1a1 
(n) . (n) 
then the matrices .show PlJ. = 0 {p44 = 0) for n < 3~ that tb.~ 
system is riot 1n E1. (in E4) until the tb.ird tl'·:tal snd that it 
(J) . {3) 
must be in~ (in E4) at the third trial for p11 = l(P44 ~ 1). 
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If the system is in E2 (in E3 ) before the first trial then it 
cannot return to E2 (to E3) before the third trial and either 
E2 or E3 must occur then (not both) for p~~) + p~~) = 1 and 
P~~) = Pj5) = 1 .. 
. &1 , E2 
and E3 oombined, and E4 are examples of 
cyclically moving classes which may be defined as follows: 
Definition A cyclioally moving olass is a set of states E1 
in whioh the states must have the following property 
No (Plt) 
L. P·L = 1. k..= I ,,.. for any n, i is any state in the set and 
N = number of states in the set. 
0 
Note that if N = N then t must equal one and the chain is 0 
not considered periodic. 
1 Doob shows using elementary number theory that all 
periodio chains may be arranged in cyclically moving classes 
he defines 00( ( O< = 1, • • • • t) a.s the :set of states which are 
consequents of E1 of order nt + 1 for some n. The C 's are 
dis junat and exhaust the sta'l:;es E1 , ••• E1T· 
In this way 0 Df+ l contains the states which are con-
sequents of the states in 0 ex of order nt + 1 for some n. 
Interpreting Ot+l as c1 the states may be renumbered so that 
those i:ri c1 come :first an.d so on up to Ct. Tb.e elements in 
the last example are in this ordsr and using the new notation, 
P may be rewritten 
lnoob, 2E• cit., pp. 176-177. 
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ol G2 0 3 
c1 0 pl2 0 p 
== 
c2 0 0 p23 
c3 p31 0 0 
In terms of the example c2 contains the two states 
E2 and E3• but in general each C m.ay have any fixed number 
of states so long as the total number of states in all 
" classes is equal to N.. A.fter t trials the submatriaes lie on 
the main diagonal and this is the case :ror .nt trials tor any 
1 2 integer n • Doob shows the. t the a.sy:mptotia behavior o:t' each 
(n) 
P:tj depends on tb.e CO< to which .E1 and E J belong._ By use 
o:f' a num.ber theoretic lem:m.a, he is able to show that the sub-
(t) 
matrices [ p1 j ) with. i; · j E 0 \X are stooahatic matrices sat-· 
isfy:tng the hypothesis of Case (b) with j tb.e class o:r all 
integers in <Joe.. 
Therefore (r'li) . 
I ,· V't\ p ~ J. = tr 0( J. > 0 
n ~ t10 
:E. lf til-, j e: C.OI. J 
If t = 1, then the submat:ri:x (pi~)] is not a p!'oper su.bmatrix 
and the states are ergodic. 
Poob shows 
that 
~his again shows that a periodic chain may not be 
included in Oases (a) o;r (b),. 
2uoob, ,££ .. oit~, p. 178. 
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= ile>j ~=ex+ WI (rv.od t) (3.1) 
l: 0 otherwise 
This implies that 
I rl (m) IT"' j , 
?) L p j i == ~., ) J E c (!; 
M=l J ~ 
which is independent of i. It is obvious that it' Ej is the 
only state in a moving class 0 that the system will be 
in Ej once and only once in everr series ot' t trials. It' 
there are seve::r>al states in a moving class the average proba-
'bility ot' being in a state Ej of' a f-> a.fter a large number of' 
t:t>ials is ~j /-t .. The exaot probability ot being in Ej when 
it is the only state 1n c~ is ..1 wb.en (if' the initial state 
is in CC( · snd Ej is in C f3 ) <X+ n ~ f!J (mod t) and is zero 
otherwise. When there is :more than one state in a moving 
(n) 
olaas 08 then pij approachcts lf13j when £X+ n =.(3 {mod t) 
.for ltlcreasing n and. $qUS.ls zel?o otherwise., It should be 
notct-d hare that as n grows vary large that all tb.e elements 
of the non-zero submatrioes are non-zero and that the limit 
implies that the non . .,..zet>o elements in e. column ot the whole 
matrix ar8 nearly equal to eaob. othe~. 
Case (d) General case. The a.hains of this ease include all 
those desoribe·d 1n cases (a), (b), and(o) as well taa any oombi-
natir:,n o:t ~hese chains considered as aubohains in a lsrge.r 
cb.ain. In the language ot Felle;t> the number of irredutd.ble 
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closed Sl.tlta may ba g:.rea te.r· than one and there may or may not 
be tJ;>ansient ata tea,. The following stochas tie ma t:r1.llC repre-
sents a Markov chain exemplifying case (d) 
E 1 E2 E3 E4 E5 E6 E{ E8 :g 9 ElO 
El 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
* 
E2 0 
* 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * * D 
B4 * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 * 0 
E5 0 0 0 0 * 0 * 0 0 0 
% 0 0 0 0 '* * 0 0 0 0 
E 7 0 0 0 0 * * 
0 0 0 0 
Ea 0 0 
* 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
E9 0 0 * 0 0 
() 0 0 0 0 
E1o 0 * 0 * '* 0 0 0 * 0 
The asterisks :t:'epresent positive probabi11 ties .•. I.f there 
is only one in a row as in :m2 tbe · p;r-obabili ty must be l. 
The various eta tea may be rsf!trranged without eb.a::!!ii5!fmg the 
relationships between the states in the .following manner. 
It' the ith row is sbit'ted to the position of the old jth 
row then the elements o.f the ith column must be :moved to 
the position of' the old jth column., Using this procedure 
the example becomes 
N~w Old 
state l .2 6 '7 8 9 10 S.tate 
E 1 ~!} 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E2 
Ez 0 
* 
0 {,!.. () 0 0 0 0 0 E5 
EJ 0 
* * 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 Eu 
E4 0 * * 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 E7 
E5 0 0 0 0 0 * ·~f' 0 0 0 B:3 
:m6 0 0 0 0 
* 
0 0 0 0 0 iil 8 
E7 0 0 0 0 * 0 0 0 0 0 119 
:me * * 0 0 0 0 * 0 * 0 E1o 
E9 0 0 Q. 0 0 0 ~- 0 0 it E4 
1110 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 ~} 0 0 ~ 
1"f bus the r ala tio:nships between the vaJ;'iou.s states aJ?e. .made 
clearer. The new state El is seen to be an :ahaorhin8 .state 
(see Definition (3.l)) which may be reaob.ed :f':t>'Olitl, transient 
states Ess E9, and ElO" Statas E2, E3; 114 are seen to :form 
an i.:t>reduoi ble ergodic 8ub-eb.ai11, 1~e.,; clos&d set (a.fter one 
trial all the ~ntries in the sub..-ohain baa ollie positive} tb.a t 
is an example of Cas@ (b) and Oase (o),. E5* E0 and E7 lll?e 
persistant sta,tes tb.at form e. .Periodia sub""ab.ain witb. two 
ayolioally :moving sub-olaass.s and. may be reaahed direGtly 
:from transient sta tea Ea or E9. Bts. tea :m5, E6~ and E7 con,-
sidel!'~d without thg t;rl'l:ra.slent states torm an example of 
It is easy to ae0 tba.t in tne genel?ill aase liUllike 
Cases (a), (b), and the &rgodic kind of C~S$ (a) that the 
initial state E1 of' the system does effe~t the asymptotic 
(n) 
behavior o:f Pij as n~ oo • 
It is aon:venient to think of' tb.e atoohastio sub ... 
matrices (or irreducible sub .... ohe.ina) of a Ma~kov chain as 
11 superu states. After manipulating tb.e :rows and columns of' 
matrix as in the example, any stoob.astio me.tr::l.x may be 
taZ>ranged so that tb.e positive elements of tha stoob.aatic aub-
.ma tl:'ioes lie along or near tb.e main diagonal, Tb.e transient 
states because of' the new e.rranggment will all lie along the 
bottom row of' the matrix: of tts11pern statee. Letting D ( == 1,. 
2 ••• r N) represent a stoobaati~ sttb~at:ri:x (or an irre-
du~ible closed aet) and letting F represent tb.e transient 
states gives the following representation for the matrix in 
the examplt~J 
D l. D2 D3 F 
~1 R11 0 () 0 
D2 0 R2.2 0 0 
D., 0 0 RJJ 0 J 
F R4, 
.l R42 R43 R44 
In the new rep:t>esenta. tiop the D appear as .single absorbing 
states whose appearance in t~e new notation will not ooanae 
in higher powers o:f the :mat:roix. The elemsnts wi tb.in ~4 will. 
diminish in magni tud.e as the power ot tb.e matrix increases, 
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and the elements within eaoh R along the main diagonal will 
behave in the fashion of a chain of consequent elements 
(Case (c)). 
l 
Following Doob with a slightly modified notation tb.e 
, . (n) 
value of Pij , as n-.~-- oo , can be determined to:r various 
positions E1 and Ej within the Rij•a• 
If t 8 is the number of oyolioally moving classes, 
aG , • • • e.Gda in De. 
t f Ol Goc 
==a lT~ j > 0 ) fo = ex. + m (tY\od ta ') j ~aG(3 
== D othewise 
'fhen 
liM · _/ ~ (m) a11 n 1· L Pij = I-' 
Yl ~ oO n m =I --.-t-a-=-
Doob 
(n) 
P:tj 
2 (as·doea Feller) goes 
0 as n increases. 
on to show the.t if' Ej is in F 
(n) 
closed sets then Pij ;::; 0 tor> anyn~ 
general case whiob inclttdes the possibility of E1 F and of 
Ej e aG(:i;.,,. Doob derives the following equa. tion :for this. 
1Doo b, ~· oi t. , pp. 179-181. 
~eller, 2.12.• cit., p. 363. 
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where 
e;Ca Got-) = the probability that the system will .finally 
be in the xtb. oycliMtlly- moving cla.ss o.f D , 
if it was initially in m1 
and 
= the probability that t~e syst~ will finally 
be in the ath olosed set, if 1 t was initially 
in state E1 
1 Doob develops the same resu.l t by a pu:r-ely analytical approach 
which gives him 
Theorem ( 3.1) 
,.. • n N, there is a stochastic matrix Q.:[qijl such that 
i; j =,IJ · · · ·} N 
2 . . 
Moreover, QP = PQ = Q and Q ~ Q as in (3.1) there are no 
:restrictions on the, m.atl:."i::X: [Pfj] exaept that it be atochastio. 
(3) Spacial oasaa 
case (e) The limit S.ij of Theorem {3.1) is indepand~nt o:f.! 
i:f and only it' there is only a single ergodic elass., In 
Feller r s t&:rminology this is a chain w1 tb. one closed set 
with or without transient states. 
Case {f) The limit .9.;tj of Theorem. (3.1) can £! tak~n .!J! an 
ordinary limit 
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it and only i:f the:r:>s are no cyclically moving classe& in any 
ergodic class.. Fellow would describe this as a eha:!tn having 
only ergodic and transient states. 
Case (g) 'fhe limit llj £±, Theorem (3.1) !! J;!Ositive !£!_all 
1:~ j i.f and only if' the:ve are no transient states and only 
one ergodic .class.. In Fellert a: terminology this: is an irre-
ducible Markov chain. 
Case (h) If £11 ) 0 .f£E. 411 1, there are no cyclically moving 
elassea of states, so that by (f') 
I ,·'M (YI) 
n~oo Pij == Cf:j 
Cal!le (i) !n smne appliaations the basin stochastic matrix 
..,..._._. 
satisfies the condition 
N. 
.~ P;j =I 
·=· 
j = IJ · · · · J N 
This ia sometimes called. a doubly stoohastio matrix. 
The same conditions hold in all powers of the matrix (p1 jJ and 
al ao in the limit [ CJ;t j J no matter how tb.e states are 
:Penumbered. Tl?ansiant states give rise to 2lero columns, b.ence 
are not possible here. 
If there axre no oyolioally moving classes 
\,'\'V\ (l'\) . I 
\'\~ oD p·,i ::: 'fi} = tl.la 
where lfa is tb.e number of states in D11 • foX~ within each 1rre• 
duoible sub-me. t:d .. x 
I.·""' 
n-co 
and since~Pj= 1 all the elements :tn. Da are equal. 
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If' there a:re oyolioall;r moving clasaee tb.en 
1,~ _, 2.. ~~) = j_ 
n--...CX> n ~=I p,J Na 1 
Inolu.ded in tb.is case is Doobts caae (1) P:tj = Pjf 
or symmetl*ic stooha..stic matrices,. Doob1 in describing this 
oase as having no chains with cyclioally moving classes over-. 
looks the possibility or two moving olasa~s with th$ s~e 
number oT states. For example tb.e matriaaa 
c ~ 0 0 1/4 3/4 p = and P = 1 0 0 3/4 l/4 
1/4 3/4 0 0 
3/4 l/4 0 () 
ar,e symmetric, stoGb.astic, and oontain nyolioally moving 
classes. 
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Many processes or sys tema can be .f't:tlly or pal."t:t.ally 
desoPibed by using that part of probabil1 ty theory called 
"stochas·t1c proceaaes. 11 The term stochastic prooesa ia 
usually used when s change ot state of a process may ooou.r 
with time, A Markov process is a stoahastio process where 
the probability of the process being in some state in the 
.future depends only on the state whioh th$ prooess is 
presently in. A Markov chain is a Markov process whioh may 
ocoll.Pf only a finite number o~ a denu.merably in.tinite 
number o.f states. 
There are several ways of investigating Markov 
chains ~-- the theory of' aanon1oa.l d~mom.pos:t.tion of' matric(!u!l, 
the method o:f generating functions., by a pu:rely analytical 
approach; or by rec.mrrent events,. The approach using 
recurrent events gives a good intll:ttive insight into tb.e 
behavior and the p~oba.biliatiq me•ning ot both :f'ini te and 
inf'1n1te Markov ab.a:tna. 
The te:t?m nr&QU'I'l?ent event" refers to an eve.nt or 
eombina tion of events Wh ieh m.ay oaaur in a se:t"ie$ of repee t•d 
t~ials and has the following property ~- the waiting times 
batween suoossa1ve occurrences of the event a~e m~tua~ly 
independent random variables having the same distribution. 
2 
A reour~ent event is always assamed to have occurred just 
befors the trials began. Another re1at$d event oalled a 
delayed reoll.t':rent event is assumed to have 1 ts first ooour• 
renee a..t'ter the trials have begun. EXcept :fo::rJ the steps 
leading up to the first occurrence ot: the e'V'ent a .delayed 
recurrent event has the same pl"operties as a ree11rrent event. 
The Markov pl'ope;rty is a au:f't'1e1ent condition to 
satisfy the basie proper,ty o:f recurrent events; thel"efore 
Markov chains can be oon,sidered to be a oomb1na tion of 
:'r'ecurrent and delayed recurrent events. 
The states composing a Markov chain msy be elasei,.. 
fied according to the behavior of the probabilitr of being 
these states aftel" a large number of t:d:.als. If a so-called 
transition probability 
(n) S p; j - P L If tb.a proeei!s is in ata te E:t, th~ t 1 t will 
be in Ej after n trialaJ 
approaches zero as n the state E1 ie transient. If the 
transition probability approaches a ~alue ~eater than sera 
then E:t is ergodic. If the transition probability .fluctuates 
in a periodic fashion the state is called periodic. 
Finite Markov ahA1ns aom.posed of auah states may be 
claasi:fied in a num.ber of ways,. The class:L:fieet1on desoribed 
by Doob and Feller a;re compared and discussed in tb.1s essay~ 
• 
2 
A recurrent event is alv/ays assumed to h.avo occurred just 
before the trials began.: Another related event called a 
delayed recurrent event is assumed to have its first occur-
rence after the tt>ials b:ave begun,. Except for the steps 
leading up to the .first occ.u:r>~ence of' the event a delayed 
recurrent event has the same p:r-operties as a recui"re:nt event .. 
The Markov property is a suf.ficient condition to 
satis.fy the basic proper;ty of' recurrent events; the:ref'ore 
Markov chains can be considered to he a combination of 
recurrent and delayed reourPent events ... 
The states composing a Markov chain may be olassi--. 
t'ied according to the behavior of the probability of being 
these states after a large nwn'ber of trials . ., Markov chains 
may be classified in a nl;l..m.be-r of ws.ys aacording to the kinds 
of a ta tes they- contain. . The classi:ficati.ons o:r .finite Markov 
ohsine described by Doob and Fell.er are compared snd discussed 
in this essay. 
